CASE SUMMARY
A 67-year-old African-American male presented to our emergency department with facial drooling and concern for a possible cerebrovascular event. On further inquiry, the patient revealed sensation of a mass for over 20 years without attributable symptoms. Physical examination demonstrated submucosal fullness of the left retromolar triangle with intact mucosa. No associated facial weakness, soft-tissue swelling or adenopathy was reported. Routine laboratory values were unremarkable.

IMAGING FINDINGS
A non-contrasted head CT (Figure 1) performed in the ED to evaluate for stroke incidentally noted a complex mass in the left masticator space with focal areas of low attenuation suggestive of fluid. There was regressive remodeling of the adjacent posterior maxillary sinus wall (Figure 2) consistent with a longstanding process rather than a destructive malignant lesion. MR of the face without and with intravenous Gadolinium was performed for further evaluation and revealed a corresponding dumbbell shaped, complex mass containing lobulations. The mass was primarily isointense to muscle on T1-weighted images (Figure 3) with heterogeneous enhancement following gadolinium administration (Figure 4). Focal areas of hyperintensity were seen on T2 weighted images consistent with internal cysts (Figure 5). There was preservation of the cortex of the maxillary sinus and maxillary alveolus (Figures 2, 3 and 5) as well as preserved integrity of the gingival mucosa which was best demonstrated on coronal T2 images (Figure 5) and confirmed on clinical examination. Marked hyperintensity was present on DWI with an average apparent diffusion coefficient of $0.9 \times 10^{-3} \text{mm}^2/\text{s}$ (Figure 6).

DIAGNOSIS
Extra-gingival peripheral ameloblastoma. Differential diagnoses: neurofibroma or schwannoma of the buccal branch of the left trigeminal nerve, keratocystic odontogenic tumor or solitary fibrous tumor.

DISCUSSION
Peripheral ameloblastomas (PA) are exceedingly rare tumors, constituting about 1% of all ameloblastomas. To our knowledge, six cases of extra-gingival ameloblastomas have been reported in the literature. Clinical presentations of ameloblastomas vary with location. The most common symptom is painless tumefaction, as seen in our patient. They can be divided into the following subtypes:

- Intraosseous solid or multi-cystic, the most common type, representing 86% of maxillary ameloblastomas.
- Intraosseous unicystic, which account for 13% of maxillary ameloblastomas.
- Extraosseous or peripheral, which constitute about 5% of all ameloblastomas. PA occurs at a significant higher age than the intraosseous ameloblastoma, with a reported maximum incidence between the fifth and sixth decades of life.\(^1\)

Malignant ameloblastomas, which are very rare and manifest with metastases, most commonly to the lungs, regional lymph nodes, pleura, vertebrae, skull, diaphragm, liver, parotid glands, and small intestine.

Peripheral ameloblastomas are typically found in the retromolar aspect of the mandible. Other less common regions include the posterior tuberosity of the maxilla, the buccal mucosa, or the floor of the mouth. The major-
ity of ameloblastomas derive from the odontogenic apparatus (ie, epithelium, enamel organ and its derivatives or remnants), or less commonly from the lining of a dentigerous cyst. These tumors are thought to arise from either extraosseous remnants of dental lamina or the basal cell layer of surface epithelium, which is believed to have odontogenic potential. Additional theories implicate stratified squamous epithelium or pluripotent cells of minor salivary glands as their origin.

It is interesting that the reported cases of extra-gingival ameloblastoma all developed around the orifices of either the Stensen’s or Wharton’s ducts and could thus represent tumors of salivary gland origin.

Peripheral ameloblastoma is rarely the initial preoperative diagnosis derived from clinical examination or imaging. The typical radiographic appearance of an ameloblastoma is that of a multi-loculated mass with well-defined cystic spaces of varying size with signs of local invasion. However, perineural tumor spread has not been reported with PA.

The imaging appearance of these tumors is not pathognomonic but it can be characteristic with a “soap bubble” or “honeycomb” appearance with often associated resorption of the adjacent tooth root best seen on CT. It is sometimes indistinguishable from a dentigerous cyst. Often, avid contrast enhancement is seen in the solid portions of the tumor with marked hyperintensity on T2-weighted sequences related to the cystic nature of the lesions. Calcifications are unusual.

CT and MR are crucial in their contribution to preoperative planning by delineating the anatomic extent. Treatment of PA consists of complete surgical excision. Amelobastomas are slow-growing with a tendency to spread into narrow spaces with pseudopods without concomitant resorption of trabecular bone. As a result,
their margins are not clearly evident radiographically or grossly during surgery. 

The histological diagnostic criteria of PAs include origin from the overlying epithelium, presence of odontogenic epithelium islands in the lesion, and lack of potential to bone infiltration. Histopathologic subtypes include plexiform, follicular, unicystic, basal cell, granular cell, clear cell, acanthomatous, vascular, and desmoplastic patterns. An interesting characteristic of the histology of a PA is that it shares many of the features of basal cell carcinoma. Both are characterized by a proliferation of basal cells, often arranged in nests and intermixed with a fibrous stroma. However, PA can be differentiated by nuclei located in the upper part of the cytoplasm. In addition, immunohistochemical analysis can be used to distinguish between the two. PA is positive for CK19 and negative for Ber-EP4, whereas the opposite is true for BCC. In a study done by Kato et al, all cases were negative for Ber-EP4, suggesting that both peripheral and intraosseous ameloblastomas are tumors with a common origin, and that PA is derived from odontogenic epithelial remnants, rather than from basal cells of the oral epithelium. 

In regard to differential diagnostic considerations, neurofibroma is a reasonable choice; however, the MR images do not demonstrate the expected target sign commonly seen with these tumors. Schwannoma was another possibility, as these tend to show cystic degeneration, in particular when larger in size. Schwannomas, however, typically reveal free diffusion in the center of the lesion with a ring of peripheral restriction, which was not the case in the presented patient. Keratocystic odontogenic tumors could also be included in the differential diagnosis of partially cystic masses in this region demonstrating similar T2 characteristics. However, these lesions frequently contain perkeratin or orthokeratin contents and characteristically experience focal areas of hyperintensity on T1 weighted images. Additionally, ameloblastomas tend to be more cellular and generally demonstrate a greater degree of diffusion restriction than keratocystic odontogenic tumors. Solitary fibrous tumor can also occur in the masticator space but these usually demonstrate a T2-hyperintense core with free diffusion.

CONCLUSION

Peripheral ameloblastomas are exceedingly rare tumors, making up about 1% of all ameloblastomas. The imaging appearance of these tumors is not pathognomonic but often displays a characteristic “soap bubble” or “honeycomb” appearance with resorption of the adjacent tooth root, particularly when seen in the retromolar aspect of the mandible.
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